
SkillsReach Equality & Diversity Policy / Plan 

Introduction - Equality and Diversity Mission: 
 
SkillsReach is a business with a real passion for supporting business and local economies to 
succeed through best investment in Skills, HR and Business Development. We firmly believe 
that diversity adds considerable value to SkillsReach and the wider community and this policy 
reflects that belief. As part of our core values, we aim to be an inclusive business that 
welcomes a broad range of staff, clients and partners and fosters an ethos of mutual respect, 
trust and care.  
 
Diversity Defined: 
 
Diversity describes the wide range of visible and non-visible differences between people. 
Embracing those differences creates a successful business environment where everyone 
feels valued with their talents fully utilised. 
 
Equality and Diversity Statement: 
 
We are committed to: 
 

1. Eliminating discrimination and actively promoting equality of opportunity 

2. Providing a business environment that is welcoming, fair, open and inclusive, where 

prejudice, discrimination and harassment are not accepted 

3. Ensuring all employees, associates and clients (prospective and current) are treated 

equally and as individuals regardless of age, disability, caring responsibilities, ethnicity, 

gender reassignment, marital/civil partner status, nationality, pregnancy and maternity, 

race, religion or other belief, sex or sexual orientation, social/economic class or any 

other non-relevant differentiator 

 

This statement applies to all employees, clients, associates, suppliers and contractors. It 
covers all aspects of SkillsReach policy and practice; including employment, management, 
marketing and service delivery. Employees, clients and partners will be made aware of our 
policies and values and we will also work with other organisations to tackle discrimination, 
promote diversity and share good practice. 
 
Responsibilities: 
 

• All employees, clients and partners have a duty to co-operate with the business to 

ensure this policy, and its underpinning values, is championed, implemented and 

effective in embracing diversity; ensuring equal opportunities for all; and preventing 

direct and indirect discrimination and/or harassment 

• Failure to comply with this policy may be treated as a disciplinary matter 

• Serious breaches of this policy will be treated as gross misconduct and could render 

employees liable to dismissal 

• Individuals may be held personally liable for acts of unlawful discrimination 

• The SkillsReach Leadership team is responsible for policy review, implementation and 

the allocation of any resources to support this policy. All staff have a responsibility for 

day-to-day implementation 
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Monitoring, Review, Assessment and Action Planning: 
 
Effective monitoring and review, through data analysis, legislative review and action planning 
allows us to ensure our business complies with legislation, embraces diversity and strives for 
equality for all. We welcome constructive feedback and suggestions for improvement from all 
parties. Such feedback will be considered by the Leadership team at the earliest opportunity. 
If you believe that SkillsReach needs to take action to address discrimination or embrace 
diversity, or if you would like to speak to someone confidentially, please contact SkillsReach 
Managing Director, Roy Harper who will welcome your feedback, concerns or suggestions.  
The Equality and Diversity Policy will be formally reviewed by the SkillsReach Leadership 
team at least every three years and more often where circumstances necessitate such a 
review. 
 
Originally published: October 2016 
Reviewed and Re-Approved for use: August 2017 
Next Review Date: August 2018 
Last Reviewed By: Managing Director, SkillsReach Ltd 
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A. Equality and Diversity Objective 1: Establish benchmarks for the diversity of 

business consultation 

Actions (By December 31 2017) 

• Monitor business participation by size in strategic consultations 

 Measured by 

• Diversity of business as defined by size: 

Micro- Enterprise (1-9): SME (<250): Large Business (>250) 

• Provide sector comparison  

Outcomes 

A benchmark, based primarily upon NALEP project, to establish standards for SkillsReach 

future projects and better inform stakeholders of local/sectoral consultation patterns 

B. Equality and Diversity Objective 2:  Establish benchmarks for the diversity of 

business consultation 

Actions (By December 31 2017) 

• Monitor business participation by ethnicity/gender in strategic consultations 

 Measured by 

•  Diversity of business as defined by ownership: Female/Male owned and BME/Non 

BME owned 

• Provide sector comparison  

Outcomes 

A benchmark, based primarily upon NALEP project, to establish standards for SkillsReach 

future projects and better inform stakeholders of local/sectoral consultation patterns 

C. Equality and Diversity Objective 3:  Establish benchmarks for the diversity of 

business consultation 

Actions (By December 31 2017) 

• Monitor business participation by local-stakeholding in strategic consultations 

 Measured by 

• Diversity of business as defined by locality-influence: >75 percent of turnover or staff 

in locality / < 75% of turnover or staff in locality  

Outcomes 

A benchmark, based primarily upon NALEP project, to establish standards for SkillsReach 

future projects and better inform stakeholders of local/sectoral consultation patterns 

 


